
1. Introduction
The Paris Agreement aims for a long-term temperature target of holding global temperature increase well 
below 2°C and pursuing efforts to keep warming to no more than 1.5°C (United Nations/Framework Con-
vention on Climate Change, 2015). However, there is a substantial gap between the required mitigation ef-
forts to achieve this ambitious target and planned national policies toward emissions reductions. According 
to the Change (IPCC) Special Report “Global warming of 1.5°C,” achieving the temperature target without 
an overshoot, that is, temporarily exceeding the 1.5°C or 2°C limits, requires a rapid decline in global net 

Abstract There is a substantial gap between the current emissions of greenhouse gases and levels 
required for achieving the 2°C and 1.5°C temperature targets of the Paris Agreement. Understanding 
the implications of a temperature overshoot is thus an increasingly relevant research topic. Here we 
explore the carbon cycle feedbacks over land and ocean in the SSP5-3.4-OS overshoot scenario by using 
an ensemble of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 6 Earth system models. Models show that after 
the CO2 concentration and air temperature peaks, land and ocean are decreasing carbon sinks from the 
2,040s and become sources for a limited time in the 22nd century. The decrease in the carbon uptake 
precedes the CO2 concentration peak. The early peak of ocean uptake stems from its dependency on 
the atmospheric CO2 growth rate. The early peak of the land uptake occurs due to a larger increase in 
ecosystem respiration than the increase in gross primary production, as well as due to a concomitant 
increase in land-use change emissions primarily attributed to the wide implementation of biofuel 
croplands. The carbon cycle feedback parameters amplify after the CO2 concentration and temperature 
peaks due to inertia of the Earth system so that land and ocean absorb more carbon per unit change in the 
atmospheric CO2 change (stronger negative feedback) and lose more carbon per unit temperature change 
(stronger positive feedback) compared to if the feedbacks stayed unchanged. The increased negative CO2 
feedback outperforms the increased positive climate feedback. This feature should be investigated under 
other scenarios.

Plain Language Summary A large gap between required and currently planned greenhouse 
gas emission reductions makes possible overshooting the 2°C target of the Paris Agreement before the 
temperature can return below the target levels. We explore the response of the global carbon cycle to 
overshoot by analyzing the simulations of state-of-art models under an overshoot pathway, where the 
emissions increase until the 2,030s and exhibit a steep reduction thereafter. The land and ocean continue 
to take up carbon from the atmosphere throughout the 21st century, albeit at a reduced rate. The decrease 
in the ocean carbon uptake occurs before the CO2 concentration peak due to its dependence on the rate 
of the atmospheric CO2 change, and the decrease in the land uptake occurs due to a stronger increase in 
the ecosystem respiration than in the photosynthetic carbon absorption and simultaneous large land-
use-change emissions from the expansion of biofuel crops. After the peaks, land and ocean absorb more 
carbon from the atmosphere due to higher CO2 concentration and lose more carbon due to warmer 
temperatures. The influence of higher CO2 concentration wins over the influence of warming, allowing 
land and ocean to remain carbon sinks till the end of the 21st century.
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the larger growth of respiration 
than photosynthetic production 
and concurrent land-use change 
emissions

•  Under declining emissions, both 
land and ocean continue to take up 
carbon at an asymmetrically larger 
rate
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anthropogenic CO2 emissions by 2030 of at least 40% and 10% relative to 2010 for the 1.5°C and 2.0°C tar-
gets, respectevely. On the one hand, more than 100 countries have adopted or planned to adopt net-zero 
targets by the year 2050, and China, which is currently the largest emitter of greenhouse gases (GHGs), 
promised to become carbon neutral before 2060 (Mallapaty, 2020). On the other hand, current nationally 
determined contributions indicate a slight increase in the CO2 emissions in 2030 compared to 2020 levels 
meaning that current emission pledges may not be enough to achieve the Paris Agreement temperature 
targets (Höhne et al., 2020). Based on the assessment of current policies, Hausfather & Peters (2020) showed 
that global warming is on course to exceed 3°C by the end of this century. Consequently, the possibility of 
temperature overshoot should be considered by the scientific community.

Our current understanding of the consequences of a temperature overshoot on the carbon cycle is limit-
ed. Several studies analyzed the carbon cycle feedbacks in the land and ocean under overshoot scenarios 
(Boucher et al., 2012; Jeltsch-Thömmes et al., 2020; Jones, Ciais, et al., 2016; Palter et al., 2018; Schwinger & 
Tjiputra, 2018; Tokarska et al., 2019; Zickfeld et al., 2016). Using idealized ramp-up and ramp-down scenar-
ios (with increasing and later decreasing CO2 concentration at a 1% year−1 rate). Boucher et al. (2012) and 
Zickfeld et al. (2016) showed that land continues to act as a carbon sink for a long time after the tempera-
ture overshoots, while the ocean turns into a source only a few decades after the ramp-down starts. Palter 
et al. (2018) considered an overshoot scenario, where CO2 concentration increases until 2060, following a 
Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP8.5), and rapidly decreases after. They showed that both land 
and ocean become a carbon source nearly two to three decades after the peaks of CO2 concentration and 
temperature. Schwinger & Tjiputra  (2018) found that the ocean turns into a carbon source only after a 
strong reduction in atmospheric CO2 because the disequilibrium in the sea-air partial pressure is main-
tained for a long time after the peak of CO2 concentration. The bottom line is that existing studies all agree 
that land and ocean act as decreasing sinks at least for a couple of decades after the ramp-down starts, but 
it is difficult to assess the robustness of the other findings of these studies. Indeed, the studies are based 
on different, highly idealized scenarios. They also consider a limited number of models, and some of these 
models are of intermediate complexity with little traceability to more complex models in the context of 
overshoot scenarios. Thus, the role of more complex processes controlling the response of the carbon cycle 
to the overshoot of the Paris Agreement temperature target remains largely unexplored.

The response of the carbon cycle to the changes in the atmospheric CO2 concentrations and climate can be 
characterized by the carbon cycle feedback framework via carbon-concentration (β) and carbon-climate (γ) 
feedback parameters, respectively (Arora et al., 2020; Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Gregory et al., 2009; Jones 
& Friedlingstein, 2020; Jones, Arora, et al., 2016; Schwinger & Tjiputra, 2018; Williams et al., 2019). An 
application of these carbon cycle feedback metrics to an overshoot scenario enables quantification of the 
contribution of carbon-concentration and carbon-climate feedback to the changes in carbon fluxes before 
and after the peaks of CO2 concentration and temperature. The framework has not been used for overshoot 
scenarios with the exception of Schwinger & Tjiputra (2018) for the ocean. It is important to understand 
the carbon-concentration and carbon-climate feedbacks of both land and ocean under overshoot scenarios 
through this feedback framework. The potential reversibility of feedbacks may influence mitigation path-
ways to achieve the Paris Agreement goals.

In this study, we take advantage of the newly available results from the state-of-art Earth system mod-
els (ESMs) developed under the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 6, CMIP6 (Eyring et al., 2016) 
simulated under the shared socioeconomic pathway overshooting scenario named SSP5-3.4-OS (O’Neill 
et al., 2014). First, we evaluate carbon fluxes by ESMs against observational data sets. This step is required 
because inaccuracies in estimating past carbon uptakes by land and ocean may propagate to future predic-
tions. Next, we investigate the spatiotemporal changes in carbon fluxes by six CMIP6 ESMs. Because the 
SSP5-3.4-OS includes the implementation of bioenergy crops in the future, we attempt to separate the net 
land flux into land-use emissions from the expansion of bioenergy crops and sinks or sources in other eco-
systems. Finally, we apply the carbon cycle feedback framework to quantify the carbon cycle feedbacks of 
the CMIP6 ESMs under the SSP5-3.4-OS pathway.
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2. Description of the Overshoot Scenario and Earth System Models
2.1. SSP5-3.4-OS

The SSP5-3.4-OS experiment is part of the Scenario Model Intercomparison Project, ScenarioMIP (O’Neill 
et al., 2017; Tebaldi et al., 2020). It is designed to explore the biogeophysical feedbacks of the Earth system 
to a strong ramp-down phase of CO2 concentration and temperature after the historical and future steady 
increase until the mid-century (Meinshausen et al., 2020). The GHG forcing of the SSP5-3.4-OS is based 
on the implementation of SSP5 in the REMIND-MAgPIE model and its climate specifications are based 
on emission-driven runs with MAGICC7.0. The SSP5-3.4-OS initially follows the high emission (fossil-fuel 
development) SSP5-8.5 scenario and branches from it in 2040. Aggressive mitigation thereafter causes a 
steep reduction in CO2 emissions that become net zero by the 2080s, then go net negative up to about −3.8 
GtC year−1 by the year 2100, and ramp down to zero by the year 2170 ( Figure S1). The total radiative forcing 
in SSP5-3.4-OS reaches 3.4 Wm−2 in 2100. The carbon capture and storage (CCS) in this overshoot pathway 
reaches a cumulative amount of almost 300 GtC (starting from the year 2011) by the end of the 21st century 
(Figure S1) and is dominated by a second-generation bioenergy cropland expansion, mainly at the cost of 
pastures (Hurtt et al., 2020).

For the analysis, we use three adjoined experiments—historical from 1850 to 2014, SSP5-8.5 for the period 
of 2015–2039, and SSP5-3.4-OS for the period of 2040–2100 (2300). In addition to fully coupled simulations 
(COU), we use biogeochemically (BGC) coupled simulations to study the carbon cycle feedbacks. The SSP5-
3.4-OS-BGC is part of the Coupled Climate–Carbon Cycle Model Intercomparison Project, C4MIP (Jones, 
Arora, et al., 2016). As the CO2 atmospheric concentration is not always reported in the model output, we 
use directly the input4MIP data set which includes the atmospheric CO2 concentration pathway used in the 
concentration-driven simulations (Meinshausen et al., 2016, 2020).

2.2. Earth System Models

To date, six CMIP6 ESMs have provided carbon cycle outputs for the SSP5-3.4-OS pathway (Table 1). The 
models are described in detail elsewhere (Arora et al., 2020; Séférian et al., 2020). Four ESMs (apart from 
MIROC-ES2L and CESM2-WACCM) provide extended outputs up to the end of the 23rd century. Five ESMs 
(apart from CESM2-WACCM) provide outputs for both COU and BGC simulations till the end of the 21st 
century, and the IPSL-CM6A-LR–till the 23rd century. The presence of both COU and BGC simulation out-
puts enables investigating the carbon cycle feedbacks parameters under the SSP5-3.4-OS scenario. The six 
models differ in terms of the structure and the representation of carbon cycle processes. Among them, three 
models represent explicitly the nitrogen cycle over land, two include a fire component, one has dynamic 
vegetation, and one accounts for permafrost (Table 1). All models simulate inorganic carbon in the ocean, 
and among them, two models also consider dissolved organic carbon.

For the estimates of the land-use change (LUC) emissions, we use a variable fLUC that is present in four 
models (absent in CanESM5 and MIROC-ES2L). For the analysis, we use the carbon fluxes anomalies rela-
tive to the branching year values for changes in carbon pools and long-term mean preindustrial control (pi-
Control) values for changes in carbon fluxes. For both pools and fluxes, we subtract the long-term piControl 
linear trend to remove any residual trend (Figure S2). In the case of fluxes, we subtract long-term piControl 
mean values and not the values of branching years to avoid creating a drift caused by the interannual 
variability. Only one ensemble member was available for all the experiments required. Therefore, for the 
analysis, we use only one ensemble member of each model documented in Table S1.

3. Evaluation of Earth System Models
The historical carbon uptake by land and ocean is relatively well constrained, and the land uptake should 
be nearly zero when cumulated over the last 200 years (Gruber et al., 2019; Khatiwala et al., 2009). Thus, 
ESMs that simulate too large a land uptake in the historical period should be treated carefully for future 
predictions. In this section, we evaluate the ensemble of ESMs that we use in a consistent way against cor-
responding observational data for understanding inter-model discrepancies.
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3.1. Data and Methods

We evaluate the land and ocean carbon fluxes using three different approaches. First, we compare the dec-
adal means, interannual variability (IAV), and linear trends in global land and ocean anthropogenic carbon 
uptakes by ESMs with Global Carbon Budget 2019, GCB2019 v.1.0 (Friedlingstein et al., 2019) in 1985–2018. 
Here we adopt the GCB2019 net land flux computed as a residual between fossil fuel emissions, atmospher-
ic growth, and the ocean uptake rather than the more uncertain land uptake directly estimated by biogeo-
chemical process models. For evaluation of the ocean uptake, we use both values averaged from models and 
data-driven products.

Second, we evaluate carbon fluxes in nine regions, covering nearly the entire globe, in six ESMs against the 
estimates, based on the observations of the REgional Carbon Cycle Assessment and Processes (RECCAP) 
project further harmonized and completed by additional data and synthesized for 9 land regions covering 
nearly the entire globe (Ciais et al., 2020), the most comprehensive global bottom-up carbon flux synthesis 
to date.

The land carbon uptake estimated by Ciais et al.  (2020) includes both anthropogenic and natural sinks, 
unlike GCB2019 that includes only the anthropogenic uptake. For evaluation against both approaches, the 
NBP anomalies from piControl are used. This causes some level of uncertainty in comparing the land car-
bon uptake in the nine RECCAP regions and requires careful interpretation.

Finally, the two inversion-based data sets, CarbonTracker 2019 (CT2019) by Jacobson et  al.  (2020) and 
Copernicus Atmospheric Monitoring Service (CAMS) by Chevallier (2013) are used to evaluate the spatial 
variation of the land and ocean carbon uptake in 2000–2014.

3.2. Results of the Evaluation

Figure 1 shows the evaluation results of the land and ocean carbon fluxes by ESMs against existing data 
sets. Note that the observational products of the ocean were corrected to deduce the anthropogenic ocean 
CO2 uptake, by removing from their total CO2 flux estimate a pre-industrial steady-state natural ocean CO2 
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ESM IPSL-CM6A-LR CNRM-ESM2-1 CanESM5 UKESM1-0-LL MIROC-ES2L CESM2-WACCM

Center (country) IPSL (France) CNRM-CERFACS 
(France)

CCCma (Canada) MOHC (UK) JAMSTEC/NIES/
AORI (Japan)

NCAR (USA)

Reference (Boucher 
et al., 2020)

(Séférian 
et al., 2019)

(Swart et al., 2019) (Sellar et al., 2019) (Hajima et al., 2020) (Danabasoglu 
et al., 2020)

SSP5-3.4-OS period 2040–2300 2015–2100 2040–2300 2040–2100 2015–2100 2040–2299

Land carbon ORCHIDEE, br.2.0 ISBA-CTRIP CLASS-CTEM JULES-ES-1.0 VISIT-e CLM5

Nitrogen cycle No Implicit No Yes Yes Yes

Permafrost No No No No No Yes

Fires No Yes (natural) No No No Yes

Dynamic vegetation No No dynamic wetlands Yes No No

PFT 15 16 4 (CLASS), 9 
(STEM)

9 natural and 4 
crop/pasture

13 22

LUC Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Ocean carbon PISCES-v2 PISCESv2-gas CMOC MEDUSA-2.1 OECO2 MARBL-BEC

Representation 
of marine 
sediments*

Meta-model Meta-model No Sediment Box Meta-model No

SSP-5-3.4-OS-BGC Yes (extended till 
2300)

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

esm-SSP5-3.4-OS** No No No Yes Yes No

Table 1 
Major Characteristics of the Earth System Models, and Their Simulation Setup Considered in Our Study
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outgassing (of about 0.78 GtC year−1 from GCB2019). This allows a comparison with the ESMs estimates of 
anthropogenic ocean uptake relative to their respective piControl (Friedlingstein et al., 2019). The ESMs we 
considered estimate a higher decadal mean of net land carbon uptake than GCB2019 and slightly underes-
timate the global mean and IAV of ocean carbon uptake relative to data-driven products (Figure 1a). Among 
six ESMs, CNRM-ESM2-1 estimates the highest cumulative land carbon uptake and the least cumulative 
ocean carbon uptake for the 1850–2014 period (Figure S3).

The ESMs agree with the inversions on the ocean acting as a carbon sink globally. Discrepancies are in the 
tropical areas of the eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean, the northern Indian Ocean, and along the Californian 
Current. CNRM-ESM2-1 estimates a lower carbon uptake in the North Atlantic Ocean, and MIROC-ES2L 
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Table 1 
Continued

ESM IPSL-CM6A-LR CNRM-ESM2-1 CanESM5 UKESM1-0-LL MIROC-ES2L CESM2-WACCM

Data set DOIs*** •  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.5251

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.5195

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.5271

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.5269

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.4165

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.4068

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.4221

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.4047

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.4223

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.3673

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.3610

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.3696

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.3694

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.3600

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.3697

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.3695

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.6298

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.6113

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.6405

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.6397

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.6055

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.6409

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.6401

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.5953

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.5929

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.5969

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.12203

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.5710

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.5602

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.5767

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.5582

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.5769

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.5512

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.5496

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.5525

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.10094

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.10071

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.10115

•  https://doi.
org/10.22033/
ESGF/
CMIP6.10114

* from Séférian et al. (2020).
** esm-SSP5-3.4-OS refers to emission-driven simulation, as opposed to concentration-driven SSP5-3.4-OS and SSP-5-3.4-OS–BGC simulations.
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estimates weaker outgassing in the equatorial Pacific Ocean than inversions (Figure 1b). These discrepan-
cies were reported by earlier publications (Hajima et al., 2020; Séférian et al., 2019).

The inter-model spread for the net land carbon uptake is much larger than for the ocean sink. GCB2019 
reports a smaller net land carbon sink (including LUC emissions) on average during 1985–2018 than 
ESMs (Figure 1a). The higher land sink by CNRM-ESM2-1 and MIROC-ES2L in the historical period than 
GCB2019 and other ESMs corresponds to a larger increase in the land carbon pools (Figure S3). IPSL-CM6A-
LR is the closest to GCB2019 in terms of the IAV of the land sink (defined via standard deviation) among the 
ESMs. MIROC-ES2L and UKESM1-0-LL estimate higher IAV, and CNRM-ESM2-1 and CESM2-WACCM 
underestimate lower IAV than GCB2019. The spatial variations of the net land carbon uptake by the two 
atmospheric inversions agree in sign but disagree in magnitude with each other, even at the scale of coarse 
latitude bands (Friedlingstein et al., 2019 and Figure 1b). The inversions estimate a higher land sink in the 
north than ESMs and a carbon source in the tropics that is not present in the ESMs. MIROC-ES2L estimates 
a slightly higher net biome production (NBP) sink in Northern Hemisphere than other models (that is still 
lower than in the inversions). UKESM1-0-LL estimates slightly high carbon uptake in tropical Amazonia 
and Africa, which Sellar et al. (2019) attributed to a small overestimation of tree fraction in savanna biomes 
compared to observational data sets.

All ESMs estimate lower land carbon uptake in Russia, South Asia, and Southeast Asia than the correspond-
ing inventory-based estimates in RECCAP (Figure 1c). To understand the reasons for this underestimation, 
we compared other land fluxes by ESMs with those given by Ciais et al. (2020) (Figure S4). ESMs adequately 
estimate net primary production (NPP) relative to RECCAP. CESM2-WACCM and IPSL-CM6A-LR repro-
duce heterotrophic respiration (RH) well. However, most models estimate higher than RECCAP estimates 
RH in North America, East Asia, South-East Asia, and Australia, possibly because they do not include har-
vest processes that decouple NPP from RH. The fLUC emissions are underestimated by ESMs in tropical 
regions. This likely reflects the fact that fLUC diagnosed by ESMs follows a definition that does not cover all 
LUC emission terms of the models’ realm (e.g., legacy soil carbon emissions after LUC, biomass decay after 
LUC are not in fLUC). There is also the fact that models do not reproduce some LUC emission processes 
such as shifting cultivation or degradation that were included in the LUC emissions from RECCAP. The 
difference between NPP and RH is higher in RECCAP estimates than in ESMs in all regions. Thus, these 
component fluxes cannot explain the discrepancies between ESM and RECCAP estimates, suggesting there 
could still be missing processes in these state-of-the-art models (Ciais et al., 2020).

The CMIP6 ESMs show higher historical land carbon uptake than GCB2019 and lower uptake than esti-
mates by Ciais et al. (2020). This is probably due to the differences in terms included in the land sink by two 
evaluation approaches–anthropogenic sink in GCB2019 and anthropogenic and natural sinks in the study 
by Ciais et al. (2020). However, the use of both NBP anomaly from piControl (Figure 3c) and NBP absolute 
value (Figure S4d) lead to very similar results. Whether the natural or anthropogenic terms of land uptake 
in certain regions were underestimated requires further analysis and more attention in future studies.

4. Analysis of the Carbon Cycle Feedbacks Under the SSP5-3.4-OS Pathway
4.1. Temporal Variation of Global Carbon Fluxes Under SSP5-3.4-OS

In the concentration-driven SSP5-3.4-OS scenario, the CO2 concentration as given by input4MIPs peaks in 
the year 2062 at 576.2 ppm (Figure 2). According to the scenario design, strong mitigation policies to reduce 
GHGs emissions, which include bioenergy crops and CCS (BECCS), start in 2040 and result in an immedi-
ate decrease in the CO2 growth rate that peaks in 2041 (Meinshausen et al., 2020; O’Neill et al., 2017). Both 
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Figure 1. An evaluation of Earth system models (ESMs) against observational and inversion datasets. The sign convention is that sources of CO2 to the 
atmosphere are negative values and removals/sinks are positive. Panel (a) shows the interannual variability of land (net biome production, NBP) and ocean 
(fgco2) carbon uptakes by ESMs and Global Carbon Budget (GCB2019) and three data-driven products (Denvil-Sommer et al., 2019; Landschützer et al., 2016; 
Rödenbeck et al., 2014). Data-driven products are corrected for pre-industrial outgassing of 0.78 GtC year−1. Shaded area indicates uncertainty provided by 
Friedlingstein et al. (2019). The residual NBP values for GCB2019 in the table are calculated using the GCB2019 ocean uptake that is the average of several 
global ocean biogeochemistry models that reproduce the observed mean ocean sink of the 1990s and are compared to the NBP anomaly from piControl by 
ESMs. Panel (b) shows the 2000–2014 mean annual carbon uptake by land and ocean estimated by ESMs and two atmospheric inversions CT2019 and CAMS. 
Panel (c) shows NBP for nine RECCAP regions in 2000–2009 according to Ciais et al. (2020). Error bars indicate estimates of uncertainty from Ciais et al. (2020).
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peaks of the CO2 concentration and CO2 growth rate have important implications on the carbon fluxes 
discussed hereafter.

The six ESMs demonstrate large differences in the response of global mean surface air temperature (GSAT) 
to the prescribed changes in CO2 concentration under the SSP5-3.4-OS. The magnitudes of the overshoot 
vary from 2.4°C in MIROC-ES2L to 4.1°C in CanESM5, the timings of the GSAT peaks vary from the late 
2040s in MIROC-ES2L to the late 2070s in CNRM-ESM2-1, and the rates of the GSAT ramp-down vary from 
a steep decrease in CanESM5 to almost no decrease in CNRM-ESM2-1. The multi-model mean GSAT is 
2.32 ± 0.28°C at the end of the 23rd century. Its temporal trajectory differs among ESMs from a weak per-
sistent decrease in CanESM5 and IPSL-CM6A-LR to an increase in CESM2-WACCM and CNRM-ESM2-1. 
In all six ESMs, the growth rate of GSAT peaks in the early 2040s, just a few years after the peak of the CO2 
growth rate (Figure S5a).

A previous idealized scenario-based study reported that the transient climate response to cumulative car-
bon emissions (TCRE) is larger in the ramp-down period than in the ramp-up period of carbon emissions 
(Zickfeld et al., 2016). Our analysis could not confirm this, as the majority of ESMs showed a decrease in 
TCRE during the ramp-down period (Figure S5b). The inter-model differences in TCRE may be related to 
the model parametrization, and particularly the effective equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) as pointed 
out by Tachiiri (2020). It should also be noted that in our analysis non-CO2 effect is includced in the total 
warming. Thus, further investigation is necessary for a deeper understanding of the underlying reasons for 
the inconsistency between 1%-increase idealized and more societally relevant SSP5-3.4-OS.

The land and ocean carbon uptakes always decrease after the peak of the CO2 growth rate (and before the 
peak of CO2 concentration). However, these two reservoirs continue to remove CO2 from the atmosphere at 
least for 50 years (Figures 2b and 2c). ESMs with COU simulation extended outputs till the 22nd and 23rd 
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Figure 2. Time series and peak years of the global annual total or mean variables of ESMs, including (a) GSAT, and CO2 concentration, (b) ocean uptake, 
(c) NBP, (d) GPP, (e) TER, and (f) LUC emissions. Air temperature anomaly is taken from 1850 to 1899 mean; other variables are anomalies from piControl 
simulation. The ensemble mean (dashed brown line) of six ESMs is calculated till the year 2100 with a shaded area indicating ensemble spread via standard 
deviation. The CO2 concentration and its growth rate are shown with dashed black and blue curves on panels (a) and (b). The years of peak atmospheric CO2 
concentration and CO2 growth rate are indicated by vertical black and blue dashed lines, respectively. Panel (g) indicates the years of peak of the variables.
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centuries show that the land and ocean turn into a carbon source for a limited time in the 22nd century. At 
the end of the 22nd century, the land becomes nearly net-zero and the ocean remains a weak carbon sink. 
Among ESMs, CESM2-WACCM −that accounts for permafrost processes− has the lowest value of land 
carbon uptake (zero to weak source) at the end of the 23rd century. It simulates a continued carbon source 
from high latitude carbon soils till the end of the study period that is almost entirely compensated by the 
vegetation greening (Figure S6). By the end of the 23rd century, the accumulated carbon is stored mainly in 
the Southern Ocean and over mid-to-high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere in the land. When looking 
at the changes in the carbon reservoirs (Figure S3), the ESMs agree that during the ramp-down, the ocean 
releases some previously stored carbon to the atmosphere for a limited period (of around 50 years) and 
continues to take up carbon at a decreased rate thereafter. The long-term response of land to the overshoot 
largely differs among ESMs to the extent from returning to the preindustrial levels of carbon storage in 
CanESM5 to the increase in land carbon pool half the size of the cumulative ocean flux in IPSL-CM6A-LR 
and twice the size of the cumulative ocean flux in CNRM-ESM2-1.

The estimated behavior of land and ocean under overshoot is consistent with existing studies. Jones, Ciais, 
et al. (2016) used four ESMs and RCP2.6 scenario, which has an earlier peak of CO2 growth rate (and CO2 
concentration) and a slower ramp-down phase than this study. They reported that land and ocean remain 
carbon sinks for more than 100 years after the peak of the CO2 growth rate. Palter et al. (2018) used one 
ESM and RCP8.5-based overshoot scenario, which has a later peak of CO2 growth rate (and CO2 concentra-
tion) and a more rapid ramp-down phase than this study. They reported that land and ocean turn to carbon 
sources in less than three decades after the peak of CO2 concentration. Based on the three studies, earlier 
CO2 peak and slower ramp-down cause the land and ocean to act as carbon sinks for a longer time.

4.2. The Peaks of Land and Ocean Carbon Uptakes

The peaks of carbon uptake by land and ocean occur before the peaks of CO2 concentration, temperature, 
gross primary production (GPP), terrestrial ecosystem respiration (TER), and its components autotrophic 
(RA) and heterotrophic (RH) respirations (of which RH peaks the latest). To identify the reasons for those 
varying peak times, it is essential to look at the derivatives of the variables (Figures S7).

The response of air temperature lags CO2 concentration, owing to the inertia of the climate system at the 
time the CO2 starts to decrease. McKinley et al. (2020) and Schwinger and Tjiputra (2018) pointed out that 
the CO2 growth rate dominates the variability in the global ocean on year-to-year timescales, hypothesizing 
that other internal and external drivers may become more important in the altered state of the ocean in the 
future. Using the outputs of six CMIP6 ESMs, we show that global ocean carbon uptake is nearly a linear 
function of the atmospheric CO2 growth rate, confirming the finding discussed above. The slope of the 
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Figure 3. The dependency of (a) land and (b) ocean carbon uptake on the atmospheric CO2 growth rate by CMIP6 Earth system models under historical and 
SSP-5-3.4-OS pathway. The markers “+” indicate the historical period (1850–2014), markers “*” and “×” indicate the periods before and after the peak of CO2 
growth rate in 2041, respectively. In the case of the land uptake, the points correspond to decadal moving averages, annual points are shown in pale colors.
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function changes after the peak of the CO2 growth rate from 0.74 ± 0.03 to 0.26 ± 0.02 GtC year−2 (average 
and standard deviation of six ESMs), with a clear hysteresis behavior (Figure 3b). At the peak of the CO2 
growth rate, the linear function curls up with the negative CO2 growth values. The extended simulation 
outputs available for four models indicate that the trajectory of the ocean uptake curve is directed toward 
zero, closing the cycle after a limited period of carbon source.

The ESMs reveal a weaker linear dependency of the land carbon uptake on the CO2 growth rate than on 
the ocean uptake (Figure 3a). It is well-known that the two largest land carbon fluxes, namely GPP and 
TER, primarily depend on the CO2 concentration, temperature, and soil moisture, as well as other fac-
tors not modeled by ESM such as land management intensity, and nutrient limitations (Ciais et al., 2020; 
Huntzinger et al., 2017). In addition, land carbon uptake experiences much larger interannual variability. 
When the interannual variability is removed, the linear dependency of the land uptake on the CO2 growth 
rate becomes nearly parallel to that of ocean uptake.

The nearly linear dependency of the land and ocean carbon uptakes on CO2 growth rate characterizes the 
system response to the forcing rate of change (CO2 growth rate), that is, the level of departure from the 
existing equilibrium state. The hysteresis behavior during the ramp-down period indicates how the system 
responds to the forcing magnitude (CO2 concentration). Figures 2 and 3 suggest that on short time-scales, 
the changes in the land and ocean carbon uptakes are strongly related to the state disequilibrium. The 
greater the disequilibrium is (i.e., the larger the CO2 growth rate is), the larger the responses of the land and 
ocean carbon uptakes are. In the longer time scales, for example, timescales longer than carbon residence 
time in the pool, the changes in the land and ocean carbon uptakes may be strongly related to the state of 
the system itself. Previously, Koven et al. (2015) showed an apparent reduction in the soil carbon residence 
time when the forcing rate is too fast because carbon only goes through the fast pools and returns to the at-
mosphere. We showed that this may be true for land and ocean carbon pools. Future studies should further 
investigate this feature.

4.3. Impact of Land-Use Change Emissions

The changes in the growth rate of GPP and TER alone cannot explain the early land carbon uptake peak in 
some models, for example, IPSL-CM6A-LR. The BECCS-related anthropogenic LUC emissions in the 2040s 
may also contribute to the early peak of the land carbon uptake although models do not represent explicitly 
the higher yield or specific biophysical parameters of bioenergy crops (to our knowledge). In the SSP5-3.4-
OS, the only type of anthropogenic carbon emissions that increases after the 2040s is that of agriculture, 
forestry, and other land use (AFOLU, Figure S8). We postulate that both the larger growth rate of TER than 
GPP and increased LUC emissions cause the early peak of land uptake. The expansion of biofuel crops may 
cause a weakening of the land sink capacity because these systems dedicated to biomass production for 
harvest no longer have the potential for storing carbon, for example, in soils or biomass.

The spatiotemporal variation of the bioenergy cropland area under the SSP5-3.4-OS is formulated in the 
Harmonization of Global Land-Use Change and Management (LUH2) data set (Hurtt et al., 2020). In most 
ESMs, the areas where the bioenergy crops are implemented correspond to areas of decreases in the land 
carbon uptake after the CO2 growth rate peaks compared to the prior period, for example, eastern South 
America, Europe, the eastern coast of North America, and the northern part of Southeast Asia (Figures S7b, 
S9, and  S10). A strong impact of LUC on the carbon uptake is remarkable for the IPSL-CM6A-LR and 
UKESM1-0-LL. Yet, the effect of LUC on newly converted bioenergy croplands versus those of climate 
change on remaining natural ecosystems cannot be separated in each ESM grid cell, from the available 
simulations. The modeling groups use varying definitions of the land-use change due to different system 
boundaries and different definitions of the human perturbation of ecosystems resulting in inconsistent 
reporting of LUC emissions estimates among the ESMs (Gasser & Ciais, 2013). This uncertainty should be 
addressed in related future intercomparison projects.
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5. Quantifying the Carbon Cycle Feedbacks under the SSP5-3.4-OS Pathway
5.1. Definitions and Method

We apply the carbon cycle feedback framework on the five ESMs (apart from CESM2-WACCM) that have 
all the necessary data for calculations explained below. The carbon-concentration feedback parameter (β, 
GtC ppm−1) indicates the changes in the carbon storages of land and ocean in response to changes in the 
atmospheric CO2 concentration. The carbon-climate feedback parameter (γ, GtC°C−1) indicates the changes 
in the carbon storage in response to the changes in GSAT. The change in the carbon storages of land and 
ocean can then be decomposed into the β and γ contributions (  2ΔCO  and   ΔT , respectively), and a 
residual term ε:

      2Δ Δ ΔC CO T (1)

The β contribution (or β uptake) is the changes in carbon storage (GtC) or flux (GtC year−1) credited to the 
carbon-concentration feedback and γ contribution is the changes in carbon storage or flux credited to the 
carbon-climate feedback. ∆C is the difference in the carbon storage relative to the piControl simulation, 
∆CO2 is the difference in the global atmospheric CO2 concentration relative to the value of the year 1850 as 
given by input4MIP (284.32 ppm), and ∆T is the difference in temperature simulated by each ESM relative 
to 1850–1899 mean GSAT. In the case of the SSP5-3.4-OS, neither ∆CO2 nor ∆T become negative any time 
after the peaks.

The carbon cycle feedback parameters can be diagnosed from the differences in COU, BGC, and radiatively 
coupled (RAD) simulations of ESMs. In the BGC simulation, only changes in the CO2 concentration, and 
not temperature, affect the land and ocean carbon-cycle processes. In the RAD simulation, in contrast, 
changes in the CO2 concentration affect the radiation balance of the atmosphere but are not seen by the 
carbon cycle. There are two commonly used approaches to estimate the carbon cycle feedback parameters, 
(1) β from BGC, γ from RAD, and (2) β from BGC, γ from the difference between COU and BGC (thereafter, 
COU–BGC). In this study, we used the latter approach because no RAD simulations are currently available 
for SSP5-3.4-OS. In this case, the residual term ε of Equation 1 is integrated into γ. Previous studies show 
that the absolute values of γ estimated by the COU–BGC approach can appear 2 to 3 times larger than the 
RAD approach because RAD simulation does not include the suppression of carbon transport to the deep 
ocean due to weakening ocean circulation (Arora et al., 2020; Schwinger & Tjiputra, 2018).

We estimate β and γ for land (βland and γland) and ocean (βocean and γocean) using the land carbon pool (cLand) 
and cumulative ocean carbon flux (fgco2) because not all models provide the ocean carbon pools (dissic and 
dissoc). Before calculations, we confirmed that β and γ estimated using the carbon pool variables agree with 
corresponding estimates obtained from the cumulative carbon fluxes, that is, NBP and cLand over land and 
fgco2 and dissic + dissoc over the ocean (not shown). Furthermore, we decomposed the land β in terms of 
underlying processes, such as GPP, RA, and RH, using cumulative fluxes over time.

5.2. Carbon Cycle Feedbacks Before Mitigation Activities

The β and γ feedback parameters depend on the state of the system and scenario (Friedlingstein et al., 2006; 
Jones, Arora, et al., 2016; Willeit et al., 2014). To understand the carbon cycle feedbacks under the SSP5-3.4-
OS overshoot pathway, it is essential to first investigate the changes in the carbon pools (that define the state 
of the system) over the historical period. ∆C of the five ESMs varies in the historical period to the extent that 
∆Cland is either positive, for example, in CNRM-ESM2-1, IPSL-CM6A-LR, and UKESM1-0-LL, or negative, 
for example, in CanESM5 and MIROC-ES2L (Figure S3), resulting in positive and negative β (Figures 4 
and 5) at the beginning of the 21st century. The negative β in some models is likely a result of decreases in 
the carbon storage due to LUC emissions.

Before the peak of CO2 concentration, βocean decreases (becomes less positive) in all five ESMs (Figure 4a) 
because increasing anthropogenic carbon emissions exceed the ability of the ocean to absorb carbon 
(Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Gregory et al., 2009). In all models apart from CNRM-ESM2-1, βland increases 
at the beginning of the 21st century and continues to increase after the CO2 concentration peak at a rising 
rate. CNRM-ESM2-1 exhibits larger uptake during the historical period before the year 2000 that, perhaps, 
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causes high ∆C already at the beginning of the 21st century, leading to overly high βland. Besides, unlike 
other models, CNRM-ESM2-1 shows decreasing positive γocean throughout the study period.

5.3. Magnitudes of Carbon Cycle Feedbacks Under SSP5-3.4-OS

Apart from CNRM-ESM2-1, the strength of the β feedback parameter by ESMs is similar over land and 
ocean, the strength of the negative γ parameter is larger over land than over ocean (Figures 4a and 4b). The 
magnitude of global transient γland at the maximum exceeds γocean nearly 1.5 times in IPSL-CM6A-LR, 2–3 
times in CanESM5 and UKESM1-0-LL, and 10–20 times in CNRM-ESM2-1 and MIROC-ES2L. This agrees 
with a study based on the idealized 1% CO2 increase 2 × CO2 and 4 × CO2 scenarios (see Table A1 of Arora 
et al., 2020) and persists in both ramp-up and ramp-down stages of overshoot. The inertia of the Earth 
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Figure 4. Carbon-concentration β (GtC ppm−1) on the left and carbon-temperature γ (GtC°C−1) feedback parameters for (a) ocean estimated from cumulative 
flux fgco2, and (b) land estimated from cumulative NBP. Estimated feedback parameters for cumulative land fluxes: (c) GPP, (d) RA, and (e) RH. The figures in 
the first column show β as a function of time (year) and in the second column as a function of ∆CO2 concentration (ppm). The figures in the third column show 
γ as a function of time (year) and in the fourth column as a function of temperature (°C). GPP, NBP, and fgco2 are positive to the surface, RA and RH are positive 
to the atmosphere. We use data extended to 2300 for IPSL-CM6A-LR. In the first and third columns, the years of peak atmospheric CO2 concentration and CO2 
growth rate are indicated by vertical black and blue dashed lines, respectively.

Figure 5. The spatiotemporal variation of zonal cumulative (a) βland (GtC ppm−1), (b) γland (GtC°C−1), (c) βocean (GtC ppm−1) and (d) γocean (GtC°C−1) calculated 
from land carbon pool and cumulative ocean uptake. Positive values indicate a net sink.
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system causes an increase in the absolute values of β and γ after the peaks of CO2 and temperature, i.e., 
more positive β and more negative γ (Figure 4).

IPSL-CM6A-LR is the only ESM that included both extended to the 23rd century BGC and COU simulations 
that are necessary for the calculation of β and γ. At the end of the 23rd century, CO2 concentration is around 
398 ppm and air temperature warming relative to pre-industrial value is around 1.9°C. This ESM, unlike 
others, estimated nearly constant γland. The model outputs show a continued amplification of βocean and 
γocean at a reduced rate after the 2150s and nearly constant βland and γland after the 2150s (Figure S11). This 
behavior of β and γ translates into nearly steady states of land and ocean carbon fluxes (Figure 2). By the 
end of the 23rd century, land and ocean storages increase by 180 and 416 GtC relative to the preindustrial 
levels, respectively.

The LUC effects on the global carbon cycle feedbacks may be increasingly strong in the future mitigation 
pathways (see Section 4.3). The amplification of global βland may be reduced due to the conversion of large 
areas to biofuel croplands. The impacts of LUC on the global γland are even more uncertain. This uncertainty 
should be tackled in future studies as well as in a possible future MIP study.

5.4. Decomposition of βLand and γLand Into the β and γ of Their Constituent Gross Fluxes

We decompose βland and γland into the β and γ of their constituent gross fluxes, to investigate the processes 
behavior before and after the peaks of CO2 and temperature (Figures 4, 6 and Figures S14, S15). β of GPP, 
RA, and RH (βGPP, βRA, and βRH) exhibit similar behavior with a nearly parallel change, albeit with an opposite 
impact on the land uptake (Figures 4c–4e). All ESMs demonstrate a larger βGPP than βRA and βRH together, 
which provokes positive βland feedback during the study period. Global values of γGPP, γRA, and γRH are posi-
tive, except for CNRM-ESM2-1, while they are negative in the equatorial region for most ESMs (Figure S16). 
This means that warmer temperatures under the SSP5-3.4-OS do not inhibit photosynthetic processes in the 
warm regions to a level that surpasses the benefits of warming on the global ecosystem.

Unfortunately, most ESMs used in this study did not include permafrost or vegetation fire components. By 
considering permafrost emissions, which roughly speaking are equivalent to γ becoming more negative, 
Gasser et al. (2018) estimated that to achieve the 2°C target of the Paris Agreement, the remaining emission 
budget is reduced by 16% for 0.5°C overshoot and by 25% for 1°C overshoot. CESM2-WACCM, the only 
ESM we considered that resolves the permafrost active layer, did not have BGC simulation outputs under 
the SSP5-3.4-OS pathway at the time of this analysis. While it would be extremely interesting to look at the 
carbon cycle feedbacks simulated by this model, its land and ocean carbon uptake estimates nearly median 
temporal variation of the carbon uptakes among our five ESMs (Figure 2). Based on the spatiotemporal 
variation of soil carbon storage by the model (Figure S6), we speculate that the permafrost fluxes are not sig-
nificant in this scenario. Although in CESM2-WACCM, after the air temperature peaks in 2058 (Figure 2), 
the land pool loses soil carbon in the high latitudes, the loss is mainly attributed to medium soil pool with 
residence time <100 years (not shown), and it is compensated by vegetation greening in the region. The per-
mafrost fluxes may become significant for larger magnitudes of temperature overshoot, and it is necessary 
to explore permafrost feedback under different overshoot pathways.

5.5. Spatial Variation of Transient Carbon Cycle Feedbacks Under Overshoot

The spatiotemporal variation of the changes in β and γ parameters clarifies the inter-model differences 
(Figure 5). βocean strengthens during the ramp-down in the mid-latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere and 
equatorial zone and increases over the Southern Ocean. In many areas of βocean increase, γocean also intensi-
fies, perhaps, due to the increases in the ocean pool.

The spatial variation of βland and γland is strikingly diverse among models. ESMs agree that βland is posi-
tive in the equatorial region, and it increases during the ramp-up but decreases during the ramp-down. 
CanESM5and UKESM1-0-LL have negative βland over mid-latitudes till the 2040s that is compensated by 
the positive γland. The negative γland over tropics in MIROC-ES2L is maintained throughout the study period, 
although it keeps decreasing (Figure 5). The negative βland emerges due to the decrease of ∆Cland below the 
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pre-industrial value before ramping back by the end of the 21st century (Figures S3 and S12). The decrease 
in ∆Cland corresponds to the decrease in ∆Csoil in CanESM5, and ∆Cveg in MIROC-ES2L and UKESM1-0-LL.

The γland is positive in the high latitudes and negative in the equatorial regions, as estimated by all ESMs ex-
cept for CNRM-ESM2-1. The distinct changes in CNRM-ESM2-1 in the idealized scenarios were discussed 
by Arora et al. (2020) and attributed to the larger nonlinearity effects compared to other models. The nega-
tive γland in CNRM-ESM2-1 emerges due to negative γsoil, while γveg stays positive through the study period 
(Figure  S13). After the peak of air temperature, the γland is increasingly negative in the equatorial zone 
(probably due to drying, Figure 5b). Overall, our results imply that the amplification of the βland after over-
shoot is driven by the high latitudes, and the amplification of γland is driven by the equatorial regions.

5.6. Implication of Changes in Carbon Cycle Feedback Metrics to the Carbon Fluxes Under 
Overshoot

Due to the dependency of the β uptake on the CO2 growth, it starts to decrease in the early 2040s, leading to 
the peaks of the land and ocean uptakes in 2040s concurrent with the peak of CO2 growth rate (Figures 6a 
and 6b). The γ uptake peaks later due to temperature change lagging behind the atmospheric CO2 change. 
Although the values of β and γ parameters (>0 for β and <0 for γ) increase after the peaks of CO2 and tem-
perature, opposing each other, the total γ-driven loss of carbon is smaller than β gain at least till the end of 
the 21st century. The changes in the carbon cycle are dominated by β rather than γ. While existing studies 
show that during the ramp-up period, the positive contribution of the β is larger than the γ-driven loss 
(Arora et al., 2020), we demonstrate here for the first time that this remains valid for the ramp-down period 
under SSP5-3.4-OS based on the five CMIP6 ESMs under consideration.

Apart from CNRM-ESM2-1 that has positive γocean, ESMs show that the amplification of βocean and γocean dur-
ing the ramp-down period cause the ocean to uptake more carbon compared to if βocean and γocean were fixed 
at the level of the peaks of CO2 concentration and temperature. All models agree that amplification βland 
and γland lead to a larger cumulative land carbon uptake by the year 2100 under the SSP5-3.4-OS pathway.

6. Conclusion
This study investigated the carbon cycle response of the six CMIP6 ESMs to the temperature overshoot un-
der the SSP5-3.4-OS pathway. The land and ocean continue to remove carbon from the atmosphere at least 
for 50 years after the peak of the CO2 growth rate. They only turn to a source afterward in the first half of 
the 22nd century for a short period and become a weak sink later, that is, reach a new steady-state. From 
the perspective of the carbon cycle feedback framework, the land and ocean act as a carbon sink during 
both ramp-up and ramp-down stages of overshoot in the 21st century because the β carbon gain   2ΔCO  
is large than γ loss   ΔT  under the considered pathway.

The decrease in the land and ocean uptakes occurs immediately after the start of mitigation efforts, and be-
fore the peaks of CO2 concentration and temperature. The decrease in ocean uptake is driven by the depend-
ency of the ocean sink on the CO2 growth rate. Both land and ocean carbon uptakes show a strong nearly 
linear dependency on the CO2 growth rate with the hysteresis behavior after the peak of the CO2 increase.

The decrease in land uptake is driven by the net effect of the decreasing rate of GPP increase and the in-
crease in TER due to delayed warming after CO2 concentration change. Besides, land-use change emissions 
induced by the broad expansion of biofuel crops in SSP5-3.4-OS contribute to the early peak of land uptake. 
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Figure 6. Breakdown of land and ocean carbon uptakes to the contributions of β and γ (GtC year−1) as a function of time, CO2 concentration, and temperature. 
Contributions are calculated as yearly change of   2ΔCO  and   ΔT  for (a) ocean carbon uptake fgco2, (b) NBP, (c) GPP, (d) RA and (e) RH. The figures in the 
first column show β as a function of time (year) and in the second column as a function of CO2 concentration (ppm). The figures in the third column show γ 
as a function of time (year) and in the fourth column as a function of temperature (°C). GPP, NBP, and fgco2 are positive to the surface, RA and RH are positive 
to the atmosphere. We use extended to 2300 data for IPSL-CM6A-LR. In the first and third columns, the years of peak atmospheric CO2 concentration and CO2 
growth rate are indicated by vertical black and blue dashed lines, respectively. The markers “*” and “×” indicate the periods before and after the peak of CO2 
concentration in 2062, respectively.
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This finding suggests that the choice of negative emission approaches is important and may affect the over-
all global carbon uptake (Jones et al., 2010; Jones, Ciais, et al., 2016).

Despite differences, CMIP6 ESMs agree on the amplification of the carbon cycle feedback parameters after 
the peaks of atmospheric CO2 concentration and temperature due to the inertia of the Earth System. The 
ESMs show that β becomes more positive and γ more negative. The increase in feedback parameters after 
the peaks of CO2 concentration and temperature reflects the decreasing yet persisting carbon uptake by the 
ocean and land during the ramp-down phase. Land and ocean continue to take up carbon (even though at 
a decreasing rate) at a rate larger than expected from linear behavior.

The amplification of carbon cycle feedback parameters influences the overall uptake by land and ocean 
under mitigation scenarios and thus affects the ability of the Earth System to return to the temperature 
target after an overshoot. We encourage future studies to investigate the consequences of amplification of 
feedback parameters under different overshoot pathways to understand what this means in the mitigation 
context.
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